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A charitable wakf institution providing
quality healthcare at affordable prices

Dear Patrons and Well Wishers,
We trust each one of you are doing good and keeping safe in these difficult times.
We hope you enjoyed reading Issue 1 which focused on many significant initiatives and
updates.
In this issue, we bring to you snippets of the CT Scan Inauguration, and an insightful
interview with Mr. Anurag Behar, CEO, Azim Premji Foundation who was our guest of
honour.
Read further to know more about this and other heartening news that has kept us on our
toes over the last two months!

Inauguration of the CT Scan Center
HBS focuses on making healthcare more affordable and
accessible to the needy. The CT Scan Centre would contribute
immensely towards better quality diagnosis and treatment of
COVID patients and subsequent follow ups. An inaugural
discount of 15% has been given on all scans and the Chest Scan,
which is crucial for COVID patients, is further discounted at INR
2500/-.

Interview with Mr. Anurag Behar

The Azim Premji Foundation (APF) and Azim Premji
Philanthropic Initiatives (APPI) played a significant role in
supporting HBS convert into a COVID Center during the
crucial pandemic phase in Bangalore.

On 23rd October, 2020, HBS Hospital inaugurated a
state-of-the-art CT Scan Center housing a 32 Slice GE
Revolution Series CT Scanner.
The Center was inaugurated by Mr. Anurag Behar, CEO, Azim
Premji Foundation and VC, Azim Premji University.

Excerpts from an interview with Mr. Anurag Behar on their
experience with the healthcare scene in Bengaluru and with
HBS in particular.

The hosts included Dr. Md. Taha Mateen, Mr. Sherif
Kottapurath, Mr. Ali Shariff, staff and doctors from the hospital.

What made you support HBS
during the pandemic times?

At the onset of the pandemic, the
one fundamental thing that became
obvious was the highly inadequate
capacity at the tertiary care level in
the city. We were quite certain that
there will eventually be a rise (in the
COVID cases) and we may not be adequately equipped to
handle it.
We started visiting various hospitals across the city, which
were essentially philanthropic in nature, like HBS and the
missionary hospitals including a few other smaller ones.
Amongst all the hospitals that we visited, and with due
respect to others, HBS was in one sense the most
philanthropic in nature. It does not mean that the others were
not. In fact some of them are much bigger and older in
existence with deeply embedded systems and processes. But
we found HBS to have that core spirit of ‘we are here to serve

Dignitaries such as Mr. Nisar Ahmed (Retd. IPS Officer), Mr.
Naseem Sait and Mr. Aslam Shariff (Anjuman e Khuddameel
Muslimeen) and many others presided over the event.
This installation of the CT Scan Center was completed within a
month of inception of the idea, thanks to the generous
contributions from PRAY Foundation, Lifeline Foundation,
Project Smile, Palm Trust, HWA, Thanal, TUF, Beary’s Group,
Feroze Estates, Vakil Housing, HTL Logistics, Fresh To Home,
Global Calcium, Bio-Gen Extracts and other benevolent
individuals.
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sure we achieve it’! This informal spirit differentiated HBS from the others, and we deiced to
go ahead and support them.
When you visited the hospital what was your firsthand experience in terms of treatment
and patient care?
Unlike most of my colleagues, I have a long experience with hospitals. In the initial stage of my
career for ten years I was into the WIPRO healthcare businesses. I have a reasonable sense of
how a hospital would be, given its appearances. But when my colleagues and I visited the
hospital, they too were convinced about the spirit that I just spoke about.
They saw this reflect in every aspect of the hospital - right from the pricing culture, to the way doctors take personal care. Nobody
is denied treatment (whether they have or do not have the money). So it was a very clear unambiguous decision for us (to support
the hospital).
Your message to the health staff in the city.
The spirit of service that all the doctors, nurses and paramedical staff have is inspirational! It is important that each one of us
recognize that. People may not say it everyday but we are all aware of this incredible spirit. I wish and hope that they continue to
get their strength from whatever source they are getting it from, because they would most certainly need it for a while.
Our deepest gratitude for all their amazing work and wishes for it to continue!

Know our Staff
“Work here at HBS has given me a totally different perspective
to life. There are countless memorable moments in the last
eight years. The most recent one is when I joined Mercy
Angels as a volunteer to do the final rites of the deceased due
to COVID. That truly showed the importance of dignity of life
even in death.”
When not in the hospital (which is very rare), he likes being at
home with his 2 daughters or taking off on road trips!
Ayub Khan Jaffar
Custom Relations and Operations

He loves watching movies and has most enjoyed the Aamir
Khan starrer ‘Sarfarosh’.

Accolades!

The Fast and Furious!
He likes to keep things going fast - that’s his style! Ayub, an
extremely energetic and passionate person, handles pretty
much all relations at the HBS Hospital - be it with customers
and their endless queries to the staff and their woes.
Born in Chennai but brought up in various cities across the
country, thanks to his father being part of the Army, Ayub got
a rounded exposure to different facets of the country and its
people. Post retirement, his family settled in Bengaluru.

Dr. Faisal Khuraishi
Dr. Faisal Khuraishi is the Consultant Anesthesiologist and
Intensivist at HBS Hospital, Bengaluru. He has cleared
CTCCM Critical care fellowship Exams. CTCCM is a
specialization course in Critical Care certified by the
Indian Society for Critical Care Medicine.

He spent the initial years of his career as a Technical Advisor
at HSBC Bank. Soon monotony set in, and he decided to
look around and that is when he heard of HBS through his
wife, Shakeela, who works at the hospital as well.
After an initial meeting with Dr. Mateen, he joined the HBS
fraternity in July 2012.

Para Medical Courses at HBS Hospital
Shama Institute of Medical Sciences is situated at
Shivajinagar, Bengaluru. It is affiliated to Karnataka
Paramedical Board and it is managed by HBS Hospital. It
offers diploma courses in Laboratory Technician, X-ray
Technician, Dialysis Technician, Operation Technology
and Ophthalmic Technician. SSLC or 10th is the eligibility
for any of the course. Hostel facility will also be provided
for the students. For more details contact us at
9448756558/ 08068476786.

“I particularly remember that meeting with Dr. Mateen. It was
enlightening and made me look at working at this hospital as
the most righteous thing to do!”
Ayub handles three responsibilities at HBS - Customer
relations, Ambulance services and Security. He loves fast
driving and is most often the go-to person in case of
emergencies.
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Clinic on Wheels
HBS hospital organises free mobile health camps on a regular basis. These camps are
organised in association with various NGOs in the city and are carried out in localities
where accessibility to quality healthcare is inadequate.
In the months of September and October, 4 such health camps were conducted at
Guruppanapalya , Banaswadi, Avalahalli and Govindpura, with a fully equipped
ambulance and health staff. Around 350 people were screened for temperature,
saturation levels, sugar levels and BP. Medicines for certain chronic ailments such as
hypertension, anaemia and diabetes were provided free of cost by the NGO’s.
These camps were carried out in association with Lifeline Foundation, Humane Touch, Al Ansaar Trust and Palm Trust.
Dr. Rashed from HBS, who oversees these mobile camps sees this as an important initiative to identify and address health problems
before they become chronic as well as an opportunity to create awareness amongst the poor on good health and timely treatment.
The cost of conducting one camp which largely goes towards the distribution of free medicines, is INR 15,000 - 20,000. For those
who are keen on supporting this initiative and having it conducted in other parts of the city, kindly reach out to us at
info@hbshospital.com or 080-68476786 / +91 9620777288.

They are Just Like Us
The HBS Dialysis Center started in September 2013, has been one of the core services at HBS.
It is one of the largest low-cost dialysis centers in Bengaluru treating around 250 patients.
In our previous issue, we had thrown light on the many challenges these patients face, coming
from adverse backgrounds with little to no financial or family support.
It is our humble attempt to introduce you to some of them in every issue - their background,
their challenges, their ambitions, their hopes. They are like any of us, but gripped with a
debilitating condition which they refuse to be threatened by!
Baby Safura , Age - 11 years

Bharath , Age - 21 years

This little bright-eyed girl comes in for dialysis 3 times a
week. An initial kidney infection caused due to high
dosage of medicine prescribed by a local doctor
resulted in a kidney failure in 2019. A few months of
treatment at another hospital, the family then shifted to
HBS.

A young quiet boy who was hit by this tragedy years ago.
Bharath, who suffers from polio, had to undergo a spinal
cord related operation at the age of 6. A few years later, it
resulted in a kidney infection and at the age of 16, both his
kidneys failed.
Since the past 6 years he has been coming to HBS for his
treatment.

‘In the other hospital, when she would go in for her
treatments, she would sleep all the time. We didn't know
what to do and how to take care of her intake. But at
HBS we learnt how to manage her food and liquids. She
is now quite active and people cannot guess she is a
kidney patient.’ says her father who is a scrap dealer at
the Padarayanapura local market.

He loves the way the staff and doctors speak to him. He
has high regards for Dr. Zafar, the head of the Dialysis
Center. “Whenever he jokes with me and asks me if I
would like to go to another hospital, I tell him only if he
goes and works there, will I also go.”
A drunk father, a mother who works as a security at an IT
firm and a younger brother in college are his family.

The eldest of 4 siblings, Safoora likes playing and
drawing. She loves making objects out of waste and has
even won awards in her school.

He is taken care of by his grandmother, who tries to earn
some living working as a cook. “He's a very good boy, I
need to take care of him so I can save him…”

“I hope to see her do well in school and become
something’ a hopeful father leaves us with these words.

«««»»»
There are numerous patients like Baby Safura and Bharath who have to brave this ordeal week on week. month on
month. With no steady source of income, their constant worry is to be able to afford their next dialysis sitting!
Your kindness, you contributions will go a long way in keeping their smiles on, and hopes afloat.

Kindly click here to make your contributions and support these patients - http://hbshospital.com/support-us.php
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HBS in Numbers

Dialysis procedures:

Outpatients treated:

5,139

1,951
Inpatients treated:

424
Surgeries & Deliveries:
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Support Us

(September - October 2020)

◆ Donations received for Dialysis Patient support - INR 1,936,090
◆ Sponsored Dialysis - 2,304
◆ Education support provided to 98 children of the dialysis
patients
◆ Funds for transport has been provided to 40 patients
◆ Free rations have been distributed to 360 patients

We are thankful to our esteemed donors who have been a part of
the HBS journey.
HBS Hospital continues to grow to a higher level of excellence in its
effort to serve large number of people and your support is
extremely critical and valuable.
If you are keen on being a part of our growing family, kindly spare
some time and donate now.

For donations from abroad

For donations made in INR

(in foreign currency)

Transfer funds securely through Bank Accounts, Credit/ Debit
Cards, UPI, Wallets by clicking the "Donate Now" button in
the link http://hbshospital.com/support-us.php
OR
Transfer funds directly from your bank account to HBS account

Transfer funds directly from your bank account abroad to the
HBS FCRA bank account
(Please get in touch with us using the contact details below,
and we will share the bank account details with you)

Kindly inform Mr. Shabbir Ahmed, Accounts Manager at +91 98805 81343 or email to accounts@hbshospital.com, with your
queries or donation details - so that funds can be tracked, and receipts made.

For any suggestions kindly write to us at media@hbshospital.com

@hbshospitalblr

www.hbshospital.com

No. 58, Cockburn Road,
Shivaji Nagar, Bengaluru, 560051

